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2Ninjo Production in AEMET
Summary
1. Configuration of visualization numerical prediction 
models.
2. Favorite scenes
3. My GUI instead favorite Sessions
4. PWB templates for interactive production
5. New sessions
6. Next future
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Courses
7. Next future
3Improving the numerical models 
visualization
 A lot of configuration of visualization and favorite scenes 
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4Cfg T500sc
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5Cfgs CLOUDINESS LOW, MEDIUM AND 
HIGH
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6Favorite Scenes
PCP acum. 24 h/PMSL 
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7Making work easier to forecasters: MYGUI
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8NINJO PRODUCT WORKBENCH TEMPLATES
 We've created lots of sessions and production 
templates:
New production templates: GTCNIEP, GTHELP, 
GTNICAP, GTPCPP, GTTMAXP, GTTMINP, 
GTVIENP…
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9NINJO PRODUCT WORKBENCH TEMPLATES
 We've created lots of new sessions :FMON
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NINJO PRODUCT WORKBENCH TEMPLATES
 We've created lots of new sessions :FMAR
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NINJO PRODUCTS WORKBENCH
New meteorological objects for Front types, Lines, Areas
and Weather String
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NINJO PRODUCTS WORKBENCH
New meteorological objects by fonts
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GTDna´s 26/08/2013 00 drawn with
NinJo and hand drawn
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14
GTDnb´s 30/08/2013 00 drawn with
NinJo and hand drawn
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15
GTP´s 30/08/2013 00 H+12 drawn
with NinJo and hand drawn
 Hacer una GTP




 MARCH 2014: Training Course by NinJo workgroup
in AEMET. NinJo version 1.4
 At the end of this course CNP send to us
specifications of metObjects that AEMET needed to
draw and explain us how to improve the workbench
tools and sessions.
 Monitoring of faults and correct them at the moment
 We are continually improving the process




 OCTOBER- NOVEMBER 2014: Training Course by NinJo workgroup in 
AEMET. NinJo version 1.7
 New editions of the course in 2015
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Next future
 New editions of the course this week
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Next future
 New editions of the course in 2015
 New templates and New products
 Specific sessions for each job
 New batch products
 Maybe NinJO will be operative in 2015?
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